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Abstract 

This article investigates the use of several lightly supervised and data-driven 
approaches to Mandarin broadcast news transcription. With the special structural 
properties of the Chinese language taken into consideration, a fast acoustic 
look-ahead technique for estimating the unexplored part of a speech utterance is 
integrated into lexical tree search to improve search efficiency. This technique is 
used in conjunction with the conventional language model look-ahead technique. 
Then, a verification-based method for automatic acoustic training data acquisition 
is proposed to make use of large amounts of untranscribed speech data. Finally, 
two alternative strategies for language model adaptation are studied with the goal 
of achieving accurate language model estimation. With the above approaches, the 
overall system was found in experiments to yield an 11.88% character error rate 
when applied to Mandarin broadcast news collected in Taiwan.  

Keywords:  acoustic look-ahead, lightly supervised acoustic model training, 
language model adaptation, Mandarin broadcast news 

1. Introduction 

With the continuing growth of the amount of multimedia information accessible over the 
Internet, large volumes of real-world speech information, such as that in broadcast radio and 
television programs, digital libraries, and so on, are now being accumulated and made 
available to the public. Substantial efforts and very encouraging results for broadcast news 
transcription, retrieval, and summarization have been reported [Woodland 2002; Gauvain et al. 
2002; Beyerlein et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2002; Chang et al. 2002; Meng et al. 2004; Furui et al. 
2004]. However, in order to obtain better recognition performance, most of the transcription 
systems require not only large amounts of manually transcribed speech materials for acoustic 
training in the data preparation phase, but also much time and memory in the recognition 
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phase. Moreover, because the subject domains and lexical regularities of the linguistic 
contents of news articles are very diverse and often change with time, it is extremely difficult 
to build well-estimated language models for speech recognition. Hence, in the recent past, 
several attempts have been made to investigate the possibility of achieving automatic 
acquisition of speech or language training data for system refinement or for rapid prototyping 
of a new recognition system to new domains, and very encouraging results have been obtained 
[Kemp and Waibel 1999; Wessel and Ney 2001; Macherey and Ney 2002; Bacchiani 2003]. 
On the other hand, quite a few studies have also explored ways to improve recognition 
efficiency, and many good approaches have been proposed [Schuster 2000; Aubert 2002; 
Evermann and Woodland 2003]. In this paper, several lightly supervised and data-driven 
approaches to Mandarin broadcast news transcription are presented. First, considering the 
special structural properties of the Chinese language, a fast acoustic look-ahead technique that 
employs syllable-level heuristics is integrated into lexical tree search to improve search 
efficiency. It is used in conjunction with the conventional language model look-ahead 
technique [Ortmanns and Ney 2000]. Then, a verification-based method for automatic acoustic 
training data acquisition is proposed to make use of large speech corpora. Finally, two 
alternative strategies for language model adaptation are studied with the goal of achieving 
accurate language model estimation. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the major 
constituents of our broadcast news system and introduce the experimental speech and 
language data used in this research. The acoustic look-ahead technique using syllable-level 
heuristics is presented in section 3, while the lightly supervised acoustic model training and 
language model adaptation approaches are described in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Then, 
the results of a series of speech recognition experiments are discussed in section 6. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in section 7. 

2. The NTNU Broadcast News System 

The major constituent parts of the broadcast news system developed at National Taiwan 
Normal University (NTNU) as well as the speech and language data used in this paper will be 
described in this section [Chen et al. 2004]. Figure 1 depicts the overall framework of the 
broadcast news system. 

2.1 Front-End Processing 
Front-end processing is conducted with two feature extraction approaches: the conventional 
MFCC-based (Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients) [Davis and Mermelstein 1980] and the 
data-driven LDA-based (Linear Discriminant Analysis) [Duda and Hart 1973] approaches. In 
the case of the MFCC-based approach, 13-dimensional cepstral coefficients derived from 18 
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filter bank outputs are incorporated along with their first- and second-order time derivatives. 
As for the LDA-based approach, the states of each HMM (Hidden Markov Model) are taken 
as the units for class assignment. Either the outputs of filter banks or the cepstral coefficients 
are chosen as the basic vectors. The basic vectors from every nine successive speech frames 
are spliced together to form supervectors for constructing the LDA transformation matrix, 
which is then used to project the supervectors to a lower feature space. The dimension of the 
resultant vectors is set to 39, which is just the same as that used in the MFCC-based approach. 
Finally, in both the MFCC- and LDA-based feature extraction approaches, utterance-based 
cepstral mean subtraction and variance normalization are applied. 

2.2 Speech Corpus and Acoustic Modeling 
The speech data set consists of about 112 hours of FM radio broadcast news, which was 
collected from several radio stations located in Taipei during 1998-2002 using a wizard FM 
radio connected to a PC and digitized at a sampling rate of 16 kHz with 16-bit resolution 
[Chen et al. 2002]. All the speech materials were manually segmented into separate stories, 
each of which is a news abstract spoken by one anchor speaker. Some of these stories contain 
background noise and music. For 7.7 hours of speech data, we have corresponding 
orthographic transcripts. About 4.0 hours of this data collected from 1998 to 1999 was used to 
bootstrap the acoustic training, and the other 3.7 hours of data collected in September 2002 
was used for testing. The remaining 104.3 hours of untranscribed speech data was reserved for 
lightly supervised acoustic model training, which will be described in more detail in section 4. 
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Figure 1. The overall framework of the NTNU broadcast news system. 
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The acoustic models chosen for speech recognition were 112 right-context-dependent 
INITIAL’s and 38 context-independent FINAL’s. They were selected based on consideration 
of the phonetic structure of Mandarin syllables [Chen et al. 2002]. Here, INITIAL means the 
initial consonant of a syllable and FINAL is the vowel (or diphthong) part but also includes an 
optional medial or nasal ending. Each INITIAL is represented by an HMM with 3 states, while 
each FINAL is represented with 4 states. The Gaussian mixture number per state ranges from 
2 to 128, depending on the quantity of training data. In all the experiments, 
gender-independent models were used. 

2.3 Lexicon, Text Corpus and Language Modeling 
In the Chinese language, each character (at least 7,000 characters are commonly used) is 
pronounced as a monosyllable and is a morpheme with its own meaning. New words are very 
easily generated by combining a few characters but nevertheless are tokenized into several 
single-character words or words with fewer characters when the text corpus is processed for 
language model training. This definitely makes the out-of-vocabulary problem especially 
serious in the case of Mandarin broadcast news transcription. In order to alleviate the 
degradation of speech recognition accuracy caused by the out-of-vocabulary problem, 
compound words must be carefully selected and added to the lexicon according to their 
statistical properties in the corpus. Hence, we explored the use of the geometrical average of 
the forward and backward bigrams of any word pair ),( ji ww  occurring in the corpus for 
compound word selection [Saon and Padmanabhan 2001; Wang et al. 2002]: 

,)|()|(),( jibijfji wwPwwPwwFB =         (1) 
where 
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We started with a lexicon composed of 67K words and iteratively used the above measures 
with varying thresholds to find all possible word pairs which could be merged together. 
Eventually, a set of about 5K compound words was added to the lexicon to form a new lexicon 
of 72K words. The n-gram language modeling approach was adopted in the study; thus, the 
background language models consisted of word-based trigram and bigram models, which were 
estimated using a text corpus consisting of 170 million Chinese characters collected from 
Central News Agency (CNA) in 2000 and 2001 (the Chinese Gigaword Corpus released by 
LDC [LDC 2003]). On the other hand, a corpus consisting of 50 million Chinese characters in 
newswire texts collected from the Internet from August to October 2002 [Chang et al. 2003] 
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was used as a contemporary corpus for language model adaptation. The language models were 
trained with Kneser-Ney backoff smoothing [Kneser and Ney 1995] using the SRI Language 
Modeling Toolkit (SRILM) [Stolcke 2000]. 

2.4 Speech Recognition  
Our baseline recognizer was implemented with left-to-right frame-synchronous tree search as 
well as lexical prefix tree organization of the lexicon [Aubert 2002; Beyerlein et al. 2002; 
Woodland 2002]. Each tree arc (or phonetic arc) in the lexical tree corresponded to the HMM 
for an INITIAL or FINAL in Mandarin Chinese, and each tree leaf denoted a word boundary 
for words sharing the same pronunciation. At each speech frame, the so-called 
word-conditioned method was used to group the path hypotheses that shared the same history 
of predecessor words (or more precisely, the same search history of n-1 predecessor words for 
n-gram language modeling) into identical copies of the lexical tree, and they were then 
expanded and recombined according to the tree structure until a possible next word ending 
was reached. At word boundaries, the path hypotheses among the tree copies that had 
equivalent search histories (the same last n-1 words) were recombined and then propagated 
into the existing tree copies or used to start new ones if none existed. Note that these tree 
copies were built according to a conceptual view. During the search process, only one lexical 
tree structure was built for reference purposes, and all path hypotheses were stored in a list 
structure instead. These path hypotheses were accessed by means of four-dimensional 
coordinates, each of which represented the history of n-1 predecessor words, the tree arc in the 
lexical tree, the HMM state, and the speech frame, respectively. At each speech frame, a beam 
pruning technique, which considered the decoding scores of path hypotheses together with 
their corresponding language model look-ahead scores, was used to select the most promising 
path hypotheses. Language model look-ahead was adopted because the search structure was 
implemented with a lexical prefix tree and the current word identity of a particular path 
hypothesis could not be determined until it reached a tree leaf. In addition, language model 
look-ahead has the merit of early application of language model constraints, which can help 
guide the search process. In this research, unigram language model look-ahead was adopted. 
The unigram language model look-ahead score for a tree arc was defined as the maximum 
unigram probability over all the words that could be reached via this specific arc, which could 
be easily calculated and stored beforehand. Therefore, for a path hypothesis ending at speech 
frame t , which had a search history h  and stayed at tree arc k  and HMM state q , its 
corresponding decoding score, ( )qk sarchtD ,,, , could be modified via the following 
equation: 

( ) ( ) ( ),log,,,log,,,ˆlog 21 kLMqkqk arcLmsarchtDmsarchtD ⋅+⋅=    (4) 
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where ( )kLM arcL  is the unigram language model look-ahead score for tree arc k  (notice 
that the HMM states within the same tree arc share the same language model look-ahead 
score), and ( )qk sarchtD ,,,ˆ  is the modified decoding score. m1 and m2 are the weighting 
parameters, which were set to 1 and 8, respectively, in this research. During beam pruning, we 
first computed the modified decoding score of the best path hypothesis at each speech frame t : 

( ) ( ).,,,ˆlogmaxˆlog
,,

max qk
qkh

sarchtDtD =         (5) 

Then, an unpromising path hypothesis was pruned if the logarithm of its modified decoding 
score, ( )qk sarchtD ,,,ˆlog , was lower than a predefined threshold: 

( ) ( ) ,logˆlog,,,ˆlog max Thrqk ftDsarchtD −<        (6) 

where Thrf  is an empirically set pruning factor. Moreover, if the word hypotheses ending at 
each speech frame had scores that were higher than the predefined threshold, their associated 
decoding information, such as the word start and end speech frames, the identities of current 
and predecessor words, and the acoustic score, were kept in order to build a word graph for 
further language model rescoring [Ortmanns et al. 1997]. Once the word graph had been built, 
as illustrated in Figure 2, forward-backward search with a more sophisticated language model 
was conducted to generate the most likely word sequence. In this study, the bigram language 
model was used in the tree search procedure, while the trigram language model was used in 
the word graph rescoring procedure.  

3. Acoustic Look-Ahead Using Syllable-level Heuristics 

In a baseline recognizer, language model look-ahead and beam pruning techniques can be 
incorporated together to help retain the most promising path hypotheses for further expansion. 
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However, the crucial problem with such an approach is that it does not consider the potential 
likelihood of the unexplored portion of a speech utterance when beam pruning is applied. Thus, 
many unpromising path hypotheses and ambiguities will unavoidably be included during the 
search process. Therefore, the search efficiency may be degraded, since a large number of path 
hypotheses will have to be examined at each speech frame. On the other hand, the Chinese 
language is well known for its monosyllabic structure, in which each Chinese word is 
composed of one or more syllables (or characters); thus, syllables are the very important 
constituent units of Chinese words [Lee 1997; Chen et al. 2002; Meng et al. 2004]. In addition, 
Mandarin Chinese is phonologically compact; an inventory of about 400 base syllables 
provides full phonological coverage of Mandarin audio data if the tonal information is further 
ignored. This implies that syllable recognition will be much faster than word recognition. 
Thus, in this study, we utilized syllable-level heuristics to enhance search efficiency. A 
compact syllable lattice based on the structural information of words in the lexicon was 
automatically built and used to estimate the likelihood of the unexplored portion of a speech 
utterance. Each HMM state in the syllable lattice could be easily related to its corresponding 
HMM states in the lexical tree, and the relation between them was a one-to-many mapping. In 
the first pass, the syllable lattice was calculated in a right-to-left time-synchronous manner, 
and at each speech frame, the acoustic scores for the HMM states in the lattice were stored and 
taken as the likelihood estimation for acoustic look-ahead. In the second pass, 
frame-synchronous tree search was performed by incorporating the language model 
look-ahead scores together with the acoustic look-ahead scores for beam pruning: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,loglog,,,log,,,~log 321 qkACkLMqkqk sarctLmarcLmsarchtDmsarchtD ⋅′+⋅′+⋅′= (7)  

where ( )qkAC sarctL ,,  is the acoustic look-ahead score, and 1m′ , 2m′  and 3m′  are the 
weighting parameters, which were set to 1, 8 and 1, respectively, in this research. Though 
speech recognition was carried out in a two-pass mode, the time spent on calculating acoustic 
look-ahead scores was almost negligible. The word graph rescoring procedure also could be 
applied after the second-pass search.  

4. Lightly Supervised Acoustic Model Training 

The purpose of acoustic modeling is to provide a method to calculate the likelihood of a 
speech utterance occurring given a word sequence. In principle, a word sequence can be 
decomposed into a sequence of phone-like (subword, or INITIAL or FINAL in Mandarin 
Chinese) units, each of which is represented by an HMM, and the corresponding model 
parameters can be efficiently estimated from a corpus of orthographically transcribed training 
utterances using the Expectation-Maximum (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al. 1977]. 
Accordingly, in order to obtain acceptable performance in speech recognition, large amounts 
of manually transcribed speech data are inevitably required, especially when porting the 
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system to new application domains. However, generating manually transcribed data is an 
expensive process in terms of both manpower and time. Based on this observation, we 
investigated here the lightly supervised acoustic model training approach for Mandarin 
broadcast news recognition. Unlike the previous approaches [Lamel et al. 2002; Nguyen and 
Xiang 2004], which aligned closed-captions with automatic transcripts and kept only portions 
that agreed for acoustic training, in this study, we developed a verification-based method for 
automatic acoustic training data acquisition. The prototype system, initially trained with only 
4 hours of manually transcribed speech corpus, was used to recognize the remaining more than 
one hundred hours of unannotated speech corpus, as described previously in section 2.2. For 
each candidate word segment generated by the forward-backward search in the word graph 
rescoring procedure, its associated word-level posterior probability as well as subword-level 
acoustic verification score, or more specifically, sub-syllable-level verification score, were 
incorporated together. The word-level posterior probability of a specific word segment w  in 
the word graph with the start and end speech frames st  and et , respectively, can be defined 
as [Wessel et al. 2001] 
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where TX1  is the speech utterance X  which starts at speech frame 1 and ends at speech 
frame T , 1
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− ⋅⋅  and speech utterance TX1 . On the other hand, the subword-level 

acoustic verification score of word segment w , which starts at speech frame st  and ends at 
speech frame et , can be expressed as [Chen et al. 1998] 
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where wN  is the number of subword (INITIAL or FINAL) units involved in the word 

segment w ; 
( )( )[ ]ητ +⋅−+ iSubLLRexp1

2  is a sigmoid function which provides the acoustic 

verification score for the subword unit ( )iSub ; τ  and η  are used to control the slope and 
shift of the sigmoid function, respectively; and ( )( )iSubLLR  is the log likelihood ratio for 

( )iSub . In this research, τ  and η  were set to 0.5 and zero, respectively. The value of 
( )( )iSubLLR  can be calculated using the following equation: 
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where 1t  and 2t  are, respectively, the start and end speech frames of subword unit ( )iSub , 

( )( )iSubXP t
t |2
1

 is the likelihood that the speech segment 2
1

t
tX  will generated by ( )iSub , and 

)|(max *2
1*

SubXp t
t

Sub
 is the likelihood that 2

1

t
tX  will be generated by the corresponding top 1 

subword unit, which acts here as the competing subword unit. From Equations (9) and (10), it 
is clear that the subword-level acoustic verification score for ( )iSub  becomes 1 if ( )iSub  is 
just the top 1 candidate and decreases to zero as ( )( )iSubXP t

t |2
1

 becomes much smaller than 

)|(max *2
1*

SubXp t
t

Sub
. The word-level posterior probability and subword-level acoustic 

verification score were set within the range of 0 to 1 and can be weighted to form the word 
confidence measure: 
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where c1 and c2 are weighting parameters, whose values were set here to be equal, that is, 
c1=c2=0.5. Thus, we can use the word confidence measure to locate the most probably correct 
words. As the word confidence thresholds were varied, different amounts of automatically 
transcribed data were accordingly selected and used in combination with the original 4-hour 
manually transcribed corpus to retrain different sets of acoustic models. The LDA 
transformation matrix employed in the feature extraction process needed to be reestimated, 
and the acoustic features were recalculated as well, according to the speech data selected for 
training. 

5. Language Model Adaptation 

Statistical language modeling, which aims to capture regularities in human natural language 
and quantify the acceptance of a given word sequence, has been a focus of active research in 
speech and language processing over the past two decades. The n-gram modeling (especially 
the bigram and trigram modeling) approach, which determines the probability of a word given 
the previous n-1 word history, has been widely used [Rosenfeld 2000; Goodman 2001; 
Bellegarda 2004]. The n-gram probabilities are usually computed based on either the 
maximum likelihood (ML) principle or the maximum entropy (ME) principle [Berger et al. 
1996]. However, to tackle the inevitable data sparseness problems that occur when estimating 
the n-gram probabilities from a specific text corpus, a variety of smoothing or interpolation 
techniques have been proposed in the past several years [Chen and Goodman 1999; Chen and 
Rosenfeld 2000]. In addition, statistical language modeling was also introduced to information 
retrieval (IR) problems in the late 1990s, and research at a number of sites has confirmed that 
such a modeling paradigm does provide a theoretically attractive and potentially very effective 
probabilistic framework for building IR systems [Croft and Lafferty 2003; Liu and Croft 2005; 
Zhai and Lafferty 2004]. However, for complicated speech recognition tasks, such as 
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broadcast news transcription, it is still extremely difficult to build well-estimated language 
models because the subject domains and lexical characteristics of the linguistic contents of 
news articles are very diverse and often change with time. Various approaches have been 
applied to adapt language models by making use of either the contemporary corpus [Federico 
and Bertoldi 2001] or the recognition hypotheses cached so far [Jelinek et al. 1991]. Two of 
the most widely-used approaches to language model adaptation are count merging and model 
interpolation, which can be viewed as maximum a posteriori (MAP) language model 
adaptation with different parameterizations of the prior distribution and can be easily 
integrated into the n-gram language modeling framework to capture the local regularities of 
word usage in the new task domain. The adaptation formulae (e.g., for trigram modeling) for 
count merging and model interpolation can be, respectively, written as 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) , ˆ

1212

12,12,
121

−−−−

−−−−
−−− ⋅+⋅

⋅+⋅
=

iiBackiiCont

iiiBackdiiiContd
iiiAdapt wwCwwC

wwwCwwwC
wwwP

βα
βα   (12) 

and 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).1 ˆ
1212122 −−−−−−− ⋅−+⋅= iiiBackiiiContiiiAdapt wwwPwwwPwwwP γγ   (13) 

For the count merging formula in Equation (12), ( )iiiContd wwwC 12, −−  and ( )iiiBackd wwwC 12, −−  
are, respectively, the discounted trigram counts [Chen and Goodman 1999] accumulated from 
the contemporary and background text corpora; ( )12 −− iiCont wwC  and ( )12 −− iiBack wwC  are, 
respectively, the bigram counts accumulated from the contemporary and background text 
corpora; and α  and β  are tunable weighting parameters. For the model interpolation 
formula in Equation (13), )( 12 −− iiiCont wwwP  and ( )12 −− iiiBack wwwP  are the trigram 
probabilities, respectively, estimated from the contemporary and background text corpora, and 
γ  is a tunable weighting parameter. A more detailed derivation of Equations (12)-(13) also 
can be found in [Bacchiani and Roark 2003]. In this study, we investigated the use of the 
above two language model adaptation approaches for Mandarin broadcast news transcription. 
As mentioned earlier, a corpus of contemporary Internet newswire texts collected from August 
to October 2002 was used for additional prediction for the linguistic events of the testing 
broadcast news stories collected in September 2002.  

6. Experimental Results 

In this section, we will present a series of experiments performed to assess recognition 
performance as a function of the feature extraction approaches, the decoding methods, and the 
acoustic learning and language adaptation approaches.  
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Table 1. The baseline character error rates (%) achieved using different feature 
extraction approaches. 

Character Error Rate (%)  

TS WG 

MFCC 26.34 22.55 

LDA-1 23.10 19.90 

LDA-2  23.13 19.97 

LDA-2+Acoustic Look-ahead 23.24 20.12 

6.1 The Baseline Results 
The baseline broadcast news system was alternatively configured using the conventional 
MFCC-based and data-driven LDA-based feature extraction approaches. The results are 
shown in rows 3 to 5 of Table 1, where the third (MFCC) row lists the results obtained using 
the MFCC-based approach, and the fourth (LDA-1) and fifth (LDA-2) rows list, respectively, 
the results obtained when different sets of basic vectors were adopted during the construction 
of the LDA transformation matrix. In LDA-1, the cepstral coefficients are taken as the basic 
vector, while in LDA-2, the outputs of filter banks as the basic vector. As can be seen in Table 
1, the character error rates obtained, respectively, using the two variant LDA-based 
approaches, after either tree search (TS) or word-graph rescoring (WG), were significantly 
better than those obtained using the standard MFCC-based approach. Moreover, LDA-2, 
which uses the filter bank outputs directly as the basic vector, was even more efficient than the 
MFCC-based approach due to the fact that the discrete cosine transform as well as the first- 
and second-order time derivative operations could be excluded from front-end processing. The 
LDA-2 features were, thus, chosen as the default acoustic features for the experiments 
described below. 

6.2 Experiments on Acoustic Look-Ahead Using Syllable-Level Heuristics 
The recognition performance and efficiency, after the acoustic look-ahead technique was 
integrated into the system, were evaluated. These results were obtained by using the same 
beam pruning threshold as that previously reported in section 6.1 and were run on an ordinary 
2.6 GHz Pentium IV PC. The search efficiency results are shown in columns 2 to 6 of Table 2, 
which list, respectively, the real time factors for feature extraction and HMM state emission 
probability calculation (FE), acoustic look-ahead (LAC), tree search (TS), word-graph 
rescoring (WG), and the overall recognition time (Total), while the recognition accuracy 
results are shown in the last row of Table 1. The numbers in the parentheses in the last row of 
Table 2 are the relative speedups achieved compared to the results shown in the second row.  
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Table 2. Recognition efficiency achieved as acoustic model look-ahead was further 
applied. The recognition efficiency is expressed in terms of the real time 
factor. 

 FE LAC TS WG Total 

Without Acoustic 
Look-ahead 

0.323 0.000 1.264 0.196 1.783 

With Acoustic 
Look-ahead 

0.323 0.004 0.738 
(41.61%) 

0.149 
(23.98%) 

1.214 
(31.91%) 

Comparing the results shown in the last two rows of Table 1, it can be found that the 
recognition accuracy was slightly degraded (e.g., the character error rate increased from 
19.97% to 20.12% after word-graph rescoring) when acoustic look-ahead was used. However, 
according to the results shown in Table 2, the recognition efficiency for tree search improved 
significantly (a relative improvement of 41.61% was obtained) while the time spent on 
acoustic look-ahead (0.004 real time factor) was almost negligible. In summary, the acoustic 
look-ahead method proposed here achieves an overall speedup of more than 31% and enables 
the whole system to run almost in real time. 

Table 3. The character error rates (%) achieved with different amounts of 
automatically transcribed speech training data. 

Character Error Rate (%)  

WG +MLLR 

Original  4  Hours 20.12 18.77 

+5  Hours   (Thr=0.9) 16.60 15.84 

+21 Hours   (Thr=0.8) 15.34 14.71 

+33 Hours   (Thr=0.7) 15.78 15.02 

+48 Hours   (Thr=0.6) 15.62 14.93 

+54 Hours   (Thr=0.5) 15.60 14.92 

+60 Hours   (Thr=0.4) 15.49 14.84 

6.3 Experiments on Lightly Supervised Acoustic Model Training 
Table 3 summarizes the performance of lightly supervised acoustic model training. Column 2 
(WG) shows the recognition results achieved using several sets of acoustic models, which 
were trained by selectively combining different amounts of automatically transcribed speech 
data with the original 4-hour manually transcribed speech data. Column 1 indicates the actual 
sizes of the automatically transcribed speech data selected, and the numbers in parentheses are 
the corresponding word confidence thresholds used. In addition, the third column presents the 
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results obtained when online unsupervised MLLR (Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression) 
speaker adaptation was further included [Gales and Woodland 1996]. It can been found from 
Table 3, that with careful selection of automatically transcribed speech data, the character 
error rate could be effectively reduced from 20.12% to 15.34% (a relative improvement of 
23.76% was obtained) when a total of 21 hours of automatically transcribed data were selected 
for acoustic training, in combination with the original 4-hour manually transcribed data. Use 
of the word confidence measure aided selection of the best subset of automatically transcribed 
data for acoustic training. Meanwhile, use of the online unsupervised MLLR speaker 
adaptation technique also resulted in additional performance gains under all experimental 
conditions.  

Table 4. The character error rates (%) and perplexities achieved as the language 
models are adapted with contemporary text corpus using either the count 
merging and model interpolation strategies. 

Character Error Rate (%)  

WG +MLLR 
Perplexity 

No LM Adaptation 15.34 14.71 670.23 

α =1, β =1 13.22 12.60 437.87 

α =3, β =1 12.89 12.17 367.18 

α =5, β =1 12.95 12.22 397.80 

α =7, β =1 13.06 12.36 425.22 

Count Merging 

α =9, β =1 13.15 12.46 450.99 

γ =0.1 13.19 12.48 517.12  

γ =0.3 12.63 11.99 411.62  

γ =0.5 12.47 11.88 373.92  

γ =0.7 12.49 11.91 359.26  

Model Interpolation 

γ =0.9 12.68 12.06 363.34  

6.4 Experiments on Language Model Adaptation 
The language adaptation results obtained using the contemporary text corpus are shown in 
Table 4. The second row shows the character error rates and perplexity for the system without 
language model adaptation. It can be seen that the character error rates are the best ones shown 
in Table 3, and that the initially achieved perplexity value was 670.23. This high perplexity 
value was probably obtained because the local word regularity properties of the tested 
broadcast news stories were not modeled very well by the background language models. The 
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rest of the rows show, respectively, the results obtained for the systems when either the count 
merging adaptation strategy or the model interpolation adaptation strategy was adopted. In this 
study, for count merging, the value of weighting parameter β  was fixed at 1, and the value 
of weighting parameter α  was varied from 1 to 9 with a step size of 2; meanwhile, for 
model interpolation, the value of weighting parameter γ  was varied from 0.1 to 0.9 with a 
step size of 0.2. Comparatively speaking, the best results for model interpolation ( 5.0=γ  or 

7.0=γ ) were slightly better than those for count merging ( 1 ,3 == βα ),in terms of either the 
character error rate or perplexity reductions. The character rate decreased significantly from 
14.71% to 11.88% ( 5.0=γ  and +MLLR), and the perplexity value also can be reduced from 
670.23 to 359.26 ( 7.0=γ ), which is just about a half of the original perplexity value. The 
above results reveal that the local word regularity (or contextual) information that can be 
obtained from the contemporary corpus is vital for the task of Mandarin broadcast news 
recognition, whereas the subject domains or topical information embedded in the 
contemporary corpus may be worth taking into account and exploring further when 
performing language model adaptation. 

7. Conclusions 

This paper has presented the initial results of a long-term research project on automatic 
recognition, indexing and summarization of Mandarin speech information. Several improved 
approaches to Mandarin broadcast news speech recognition have been presented. With the 
special structural properties of the Chinese language taken into consideration, a fast acoustic 
look-ahead technique using syllable-level heuristics has been proposed, and an overall 
speedup of more than 31% has been achieved in experiments. A verification-based method for 
automatic acoustic data acquisition has also been proposed to make use of large amount of 
untranscribed speech data, and very encouraging recognition results have been obtained. Two 
alternative strategies for language model adaptation have also been shown to be helpful in 
reducing both the character error rate and perplexity. The broadcast news system finally 
yielded an 11.88% character error rate when applied to a Mandarin broadcast news test set. 
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